BEST DELEGATES:
1] DHRUV ARYA [10C]
2] RISHI AHUJA [10B]

OUTSTANDING DELEGATE:
1] MANAV DHARNIDHARKA [10C]

HONOURABLE MENTION:
1] RAVISH MUNGEES [10B]
2] VEDANT VISHWANATH [10C]
3] TANMAY ARVIND [9C]
4] AMEY AGARWAL [10B]
5] ARNAV SINGH [9F]
6] STUTI SHARMA [10B]
7] AADITYA ASNANI [9D]

VERBAL MENTION:
1] ANSH PUROHIT [9B]
2] PRAGYA GUPTA [9B]
3] RAJBIR SALUJA [10E]
4] DEVANSH DESAI [9C]
5] DHRUV JAIN [10A]
6] ISHAAN GOEL [10B]
7] RISHIKHA MUKHERJEE [10F]

BEST PRESS MEMBER:
1] ANANYA PRAITAM [10D]